Selective Synergism Created by Interactive Nacre Framework-Associated Proteins Possessing EGF and vWA Motifs: Implications for Mollusk Shell Formation.
In the nacre layer of the Pinctada fucata oyster shell there exists a multimember proteome, known as the framework family, which regulates the formation of the aragonite mesoscale tablets and participates in the creation of an organic coating around each tablet. Several approaches have been developed to understand protein-associated mechanisms of nacre formation, yet we still lack insight into how protein ensembles or proteomes manage nucleation and crystal growth. To provide additional insights we have created a proportionally defined combinatorial model consisting of two recombinant framework proteins, r-Pif97 (containing a von Willebrand Factor Type A domain (vWA)) and r-n16.3 (containing an EGF-like domain), whose individual in vitro mineralization functionalities are distinct from one another. We find that at 1:1 molar ratios r-Pif97 and r-n16.3 exhibit little or no synergistic activity regarding modifying existing calcite crystals. However, during the early stages of nucleation in solution, we note synergistic effects on nucleation kinetics and ACC formation/stability (via dehydration) that are not observed for the individual proteins. This selective synergism is generated by Ca2+-mediated protein-protein interactions (∼4 molecules of r-n16.3 per 1 molecule of r-Pif97) which lead to the formation of nucleation-responsive hybrid hydrogel particles in solution. Interestingly, in the absence of Ca2+ there are no significant interactions occurring between the two proteins. This unique behavior of the framework-associated n16.3 and Pif97 proteins suggests that the Asp/Glu-containing regions of the vWA and EGF-like domains may play a role in both nacre matrix formation and mineralization.